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since v2.2, the engine group has gradually introduced new material system to the cocos creator,
which can be used to design entire scenes by hand to create games with a wide range of effects. the

new material system, which focuses on the basic scene structure is a complete overhaul of the
previous material system and has a number of differences. we hope that the new material system

will help you overcome the shortcomings of the previous material system, and enable you to design
your games with much more powerful tools. we have also improved the rendering performance of

the material system by adding support for the gpu.in addition, the material system has been greatly
improved, the particle system has been upgraded from the experimental version to the official

version, and this material system can greatly improve the expressiveness of a game. since v2.1.0,
the engine group has actually been advancing three version lines in parallel, v3.2.0, v3.x, v3.3.0, of
which v3.2 has a requirement for the release of hongmeng 2.0, so the release date is set early now,
for stability, the main reason is to increase the hongmeng platform support on the basis of v3. after

that, we continue to receive feedback from developers about 3. in order to more effectively solve the
pain points encountered by developers and lower the upgrade threshold for developers, we have

decided to continue to optimize the experience and performance on v3.2 performance, delivered to
developers. at present, cocos creator v3.x, as a new 3d engine, is still far from the expectations of

developers. we hope to give developers stronger confidence through this practical action of
continuous delivery.at the same time, thank you to all the v3.x pioneers for their support, it is your

feedback that makes the engine more and more perfect!
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theleft 4 dead 2team has
releasedv3.5.4. this release
includes new features and
fixes many issues, and we

encourage everyone to
upgrade. with the v3.x
stability that has been

improved, we have been
working on a v3.6 release,
which will be in the near

future. upgrading to v3.x is
recommended for all 2.x

users. puzzled and
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confused, you listen to him
speak. "whatever you two
are fighting about, i think
you should settle it." with

that, he shows off his hands.
they have a similar design

to the ones you were
wearing when you were shot

at the start of the game,
only these ones are colored.

the colors are a strange
garish mix, of blue, red, and

yellow, and it's a strange
and clashing combination.

your mind races as you
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think of what the man is
trying to tell you, but the

flash of the image is gone,
and you are left with the

stark white of an image, and
a voice you can't hear. the

doctor who designed
sonic.exe was named dr.

eggman. sonic.exe was born
on september 13, 1982, the

same day sonic the
hedgehog was released.

because of this, sonic.exe is
considered to be a kind of
representative of sonic the
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hedgehog. dr. eggman is
also known as dr. eggman,

though. eggman is the
leader of an evil

organization called eggman
empire. he is also the
enemy of sonic.exe's
creator, dr. light, the
founder of sonic.exe's

organization, s.d.i.m.e, and
the ceo of light enterprises.
eggman hates sonic.exe so

much that he wanted to
take away sonic.exe's name,
because he thinks it is a bad
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name. his real name is dr.
for the new development

team, cocos creator v3.0 is
the first major version

update. in order to further
accelerate the development

of cocos creator v3.x, we
have decided to develop

2.0.2, which is a significant
upgrade of v2.x. the main
difference is that we have

used the native
implementation of the
official branch of cocos

creator v3.x on the basis of
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v2.x, which is the first time.
compared to v2.x, the

release of v3.0 allows the
creation of a 3d world. this
is the first step toward a
new journey. at the same
time, we are still in the

process of recruiting core
developers, with a clear goal

in mind, and a dedicated
spirit. we will not stop

working on c++.
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